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A “boondocks-Gothic” tale of two young women who 
undertake separate journeys aiming to solve the mystery 
of their father’s violent death and their mother’s 
disappearance.
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I first heard of Nebraska writer Timothy Schaffert’s eccentric novel The Phantom Limbs of the Rollow Sisters when my Nebraska-
born friend and longtime collaborator Joseph Krings (Captain Fantastic, The Mend, Supermensch) mentioned the book as a possible 
project for us to work on together. Having myself grown up in nearby Colorado, I was initially interested because of my desire to 
make a modern Western set in an American heartland reeling from the effects of The Great Recession. Upon reading the book I was 
immediately drawn to its allegorical themes of inter-generational abdondonment as well as the complicated love between siblings.  

FFocusing on two young heroines in ways that invert cinematic ideals of gender and small town life, The Phantom Limbs of the 
Rollow Sisters is a tale of female strength in the face of an indifferent, sometimes hostile world. Abandoned by nearly every adult 
since childhood, Mabel and Lily Rollow have only one another to depend upon but find themselves reaching a moment in their lives 
in which both must seperately face their deepest traumas.  

Highly cinematic, tense, and big-hearted, this is a film that, 
like the Great Plains themselves, will be epic yet intimate, 
comforting yet filled with danger. 

- Mi- Michael Sládek (Director, Writer, Producer)

FILMMAKER’S NOTE
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DREAMS intersect with reality

COLOR-SATURATED light 
     of the Great Plains & Desert Southwest 

ATMOSPHERIC,
SENSUOUS, RAW

NOTES ON FORM
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Abandoned by every adult in their lives, sisters 
Mabel and Lily Rollow barely subsist in their 
deceased grandmother’s failing junk shop in 
rural Nebraska.
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Isolated after years spent raising her little sister, 
resourceful but haunted Mabel (21) spends her 
summer days scouring the abandoned structures 
of foreclosure-stricken farmland for junk to hock. 
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 Flirtatious, restless, and dreaming
of a better life, Lily (18) works at

“the worst supermarket in America”
while dating self-centered Jordan (19),

a cough syrup-chugging townie.
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With poverty, rivalry, and sexual tensions pushing 
their boundaryless relationship to a breaking point, 
the arrival of a letter from their long-estranged 
mother forces the sisters to confront differing 
versions of their childhood traumas. 
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Convinced their mother killed their father when they were 
kids, Mabel contradicts the official line that Eddie Rollow 
killed himself. Lily, meanwhile, becomes obsessed with 
rekindling a relationship with the woman her sister 
deems dangerous. 
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Defying Mabel’s warnings, Lily secretly takes off with clueless Jordan, heading for 
the Mexican border. Leaving home for the first time, her excitement soon turns into 
overwhelming neurosis as they get closer to her goal of confronting her mother. 
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Once again abandoned and without Lily to care 
for, Mabel's mysterious wanderings lead her into 
the sphere of Wyatt (35), a farmer and father 
who has suffered similar loss. 
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Soon abandoning Jordan, Lily continues into 
Mexico to confront her disturbed mother while 
Mabel navigates a desperate relationship 
based on lies.
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With ghosts and the constant threat of dissolution hovering 
over them, Mabel and Lily must separately confront their 
deepest traumas in order to make peace with their past 
and return to the only family they’ve ever known.
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(partial list)
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SUSAN SHOPMAKER (Casting Director): One of indie film's most respected casting directors with over 20 years of feature film credits, Shopmaker won the Casting Society of America's 
Artios Award for Sundance winner Martha Marcy May Marlene (Fox Searchlight) and was also nominated for Goat (Film Arcade), James White (Film Arcade), Afterschool (IFC Films), and Disney's 
Enchanted. She cast John Cameron Mitchell’s Golden Globe-nominated Hedwig and the Angry Inch (Fine Line) and his Independent Spirit Winner Shortbus (THINKfilm), John Slattery's God's 
Pocket Pocket (MPI), the Cannes Winner Chronic (Monument), Independent Spirit Nominee Beach Rats (Neon), Alex Ross Perry’s Listen Up Phillip (Tribeca Film), Imperium (Lion’s Gate), etc.

GILL HOLLAND (Executive Producer): Holland has produced well over one hundred feature length films as well as multiple shorts and TV shows, including the legendary Greg the Bunny. His 
feature credits include multiple Emmy, Sundance, Cannes, Independent Spirit, and Gotham Awards nominees and winners, including Hurricane Streets, It Felt Like Love, Inside/Out, Sweet Land, 
FLOW, The Seer, Just Like the Son, Con Artist, etc. Holland’s company The Group Entertainment includes a production company and a talent management division. He lives in Louisville, KY 
where he developed The Green Building and is at the forefront of developing the city’s downtown arts district. He also owns the music label sonaBLAST! Records.where he developed The Green Building and is at the forefront of developing the city’s downtown arts district. He also owns the music label sonaBLAST! Records.

MICHAEL SLADEK (Director, Writer, Producer): Sládek’s feature directing-writing-producing credits include Con Artist (New Yorker Films, The Orchard), BAM150 (Cinema Guild), Devils Are 
Dreaming (Dances With Films Jury Award). He has made numerous works-for-hire and short films, including All Against the Sea (Woodstock Film Festival), We Live On Your Street (Slamdance 
Film Festival Jury & Anarchy Awards). Also a theater director, a member of SAG-AFTRA, and an Acker Award recipient, Sládek currently serves as the NY Consultant for SAGindie. He’s worked 
for for Tribeca Film Festival, MTV News, and for author Jamaica Kincaid. He studied at OCC, UCLA, and NY Film Academy. Originally from Denver, CO, Sládek grew up acting in the live theater. 
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